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About This Game

"Just a Cleric" is my new retro-styled action RPG. Become the titular wussy cleric himself and set out to avenge your fallen
comrades by attempting to do what no cleric before you has ever done: CLERIC DE COMMANDO.

'BUT DEL_DUIO!', you say, 'I CAN PLAY A QUADRILLION GAMES JUST LIKE YOURS, SO WHY SHOULD I??!!'

My answer is simple: Can you play a quadrillion retro action RPGs?
Of course, this isn't some weird sorta' jail!

But can you play a quadrillion games like MINE? Hells no!! And here's why:

===============================
JUST A CLERIC is more than the sum of its parts.

===============================

To your average Joe you'll see:

*Retro pixel graphics.
(Well, at least he drew his own and didn't use Realm of the Mad God's graphics!)

*Hub / town level -> Missions -> Get gear & rewards -> upgrade and buy stuff at the town -> repeat game progression.
(MEH, but hey at least games like that are pretty fun.)
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*4 standard stats that you can boost however you see fit.
(Oh boy, and I'll bet 3 of them suck!)

*Many (many) different types of gear to find and upgrade. Normal upgrades go to +4, and then you can bless those +4 pieces at
the church in exchange for money to get the best of the best.

(Well I DO like Diablo...)

*NG+ where a better loot pool opens up, new status ailments, enemies & enemy placement, and tougher bosses that gain
additional abilities. That's one of the reasons why I think you NEED to beat the whole game once first as the NG+ portion holds

some real challenge and of course better gear!
(New Game plus?? Adds to replay value if nothing else, hmm..)

*A game that looks like its budget was $40.
(If that!)

But to the AWESOME and MOST-EXCELLENT observer (P.S. Skippy, this is you):

*Well-written dialogue (some of the writing is smart comedy IMO, even if it isn't going to win any awards lol) I can't tell you
how many times I've played some AAA title and the story is just BORING AS ALL HELL. Damn, all those millions to make a
game and nobody thought to hire a real writer? With JAC, I try to take what's a simple premise and make it interesting where I

can.

*Different music. I love chip tunes. I love making computerized music for games and have done so lots in the past. This time
though, I wanted to try something different and put my other hobby to use which is playing / writing music. So with JAC, you'll
get an OST full of guitars, bass, drums, and quasi-terrible singing. (Also I don't think anybody has used a rubber ducky in their

game's soundtrack before now).

*A hero who's a cleric. Aside from maybe an MMORPG and the old Hexen 64 game I can't think of any game that stars a cleric
exclusively. Also it was a cool thing to be able to have access to prayers that you don't normally see in any action RPG like Raise

Dead.

*A game that has 4 standard stats however none of them suck! I know for me I hate playing some games where your character
has 8 stats and 3 or 4 of them are trash nobody ever levels up. Because I personally hate when games do this, I CHANGED THE

WAY WE'RE GOING TO FRIGGIN' DO THIS. In JAC, I made a special point so that each stat is immediately useful to the
player in more than one way. You're welcome!

*ENCUMBRANCE MAKES A TRIUMPHANT RETURN! Haha! When I used to play the old SSI D&D Goldbox games I
remember that your gear load used to make you heavier and heavier and in turn you couldn't move as many squares on the battle
map. Since you can't really do this in a platformer, I've come up with an interesting idea where your gear load determines how

much damage you'll take from a big fall. It's equal to half of your total gear load. HUZZAH!

*A funny intro and ending scene. You'll see! YOU'LL ALL SEEEEeeeeeee!!!!! (falls off a cliff)

So is this the best game ever?
Is this the best music ever?

No, probably not..

But it's the best game ever made by a bass playin' weirdo I'll bet!

P.S: And it WAS made on a budget of $40! Beat that, sweatshops of the world!!
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Title: Just a Cleric
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
DXF Games
Publisher:
DXF Games
Release Date: 19 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP, 7, 8, 10 (32 bit)

Processor: Intel Atom Z3735 @1.33GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 8210

Storage: 70 MB available space

Sound Card: Basic stock sound card approved!

Additional Notes: Works on my crappy laptop!

English
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Very promising. I love the graphics and the atmosphere. The concept of the weapons handling feels a bit strange though. I mean
that first you grab an item, then you press a button to add it to your inventory, and doing that the item disppears, just to show up
again sticking to your hand, and only then you can use it. It would be more immersive if you just could grab a weapon and use it.

The weapons themselfs work quite well. I love the bow. Great feeling and accuracy. Also the wand.

I really hope you will add locomotion (free movement) as an option.
Keep up the good work. I am looking forward to your next updates.. I only just downloaded this because I love science fiction,
RPGs, and exploration in video games. So far this game looks very promising, however the difficulty level is crazy-high for
battles. Enemies can destroy you with two hits. Aside from the difficulty level, the size of the planets is rather small too. Some
things that I really like about this game so far are the vague story that hints at a greater mystery and plot and the impressive level
of choice. In the very beginning of the game you are told to go do something for your creator, however you can deny him and go
explore the universe. I thought that was a pretty nice touch. Aside from the gameplay and level design, the music is a mixed bag.
I like the ambient music in the game because it adds a lot to the dark atmposphere, however it loops too quickly and becomes
irritating. I would like to keep playing this game and see what it has to offer, but I keep finding myself selectively battling
because my resources are running low and battles are unfair. Overall I am happy with my purchase of this game so far. My main
recommendations are to focus more on memorable music with longer tracks that are distinguishable in the game and not
generic. Then lower the difficulty to the point that the battles are not unfair and the player can actually grind without using a ton
of health potions. If those issues are fixed then I would focus on making the planets larger and more explorable. That is
obviously easier said then done, so the music and difficulty lowering should be top priority. This truly is a unique and ambitious
game. I just hope it keeps improving and that people will take notice and buy it when it is finally finished.. A fun little mystery
dating game to spend a couple hours. Getting all the achievements is pretty easy, and the writing is decent without huge typos or
translation errors as well.. Wait for the sale goes on sale.. A very pleasant experience. The teleport locomotion is different than
what I'm used to, moving me quickly along instead of blinking me into position. It didn't bother me but I wonder if it might be
challenging for some. The graphics are quite good and the controls are easy enough to master. I really enjoyed the initial
gameplay.. quot;8/10 GOTY" - IGN
"10/10 Amazing experience!" - GameSpot
"7/10 Intuitively prys at your emotions and twitch skills, but lacks SSAO and 64x MSAA" - TotalBiscuit. This is the best DLC
you can buy, having forever 10% more XP in the game and one extra loot search at the end of the battle is a HUGE thing. If you
want to spend money on this game there is nothing better that you can buy. All other packs are not worth your money, buy a
premium account instead (they get on a 50% discount almost every monty, wait for it). (premium gives you 50% more XP and 2
extra loot searches (they stack with this bonus). Also the skins are cool loking (a blue carbon fiber like one and a black with red
details is the other, they can be aplied to any ship (that can have a skin) free of charge. I can`t recommend this DLC enough.. (In
case \u201c0.1 hours\u201d looks odd, yeah, I played this in offline mode, just ran up a few minutes here so Steam would let me
post a review)

Anyway, this was lovely.

I sometimes don\u2019t get on all that well with the \u201cfind the right order to do things in on this grid\u201d genre of puzzle
games; there\u2019s an unfortunate tendency for them to explode into incomprehensibly gargantuan possibility spaces. But
Dissembler keeps everything calm and low-stakes, which is probably why it never frustrated me. Being free to \u2018undo\u2019
as much as you like helps there, but I also appreciated the lack of extraneous interruptions and scoring (there is a scored mode if
you care for it, I just don\u2019t), and also just the aesthetics of the thing. The varied palettes and clean shapes make for some
great compositions, and the central flip\/click mechanism has a satisfying low-key physicality. Altogether it works to de-emphasise
\u201cvictory\u201d in favour of just fiddling with colourful objects at your own pace, which is refreshing.

There were a couple of puzzles toward the end of the main set where I did feel a bit \u201cnah, a few too many initial
combinations here, this isn\u2019t great fun\u201d, but that\u2019s okay, you can always skip over one you\u2019re struggling
with, or unlock everything from the options menu.

Some puzzle games want to be an instructor CHALLENGING YOU TO PASS THEIR INGENIOUS TESTS TO PROVE YOUR
WORTH, but Dissembler is more like a parent handing you a box of old wooden puzzles to play with while they read the Saturday
paper and water the plants. More of that, please.. mixture of 8bit platformer game with some rpg elements where you can get items,
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craft them, have ladders and even ropes - levels seem to be generated randomly. great small game.. It's very good software photo
editing software!
It's easy to use and has very good features.
It was kinda for me a tutorial on how to use photoshop.
If you want something that's like photoshop but cheaper I recommend buying this.
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Truly a masterpiece. I just got my Vive and wanted to explore a relaxing enviroment. That's exsactly what I got, it's happy, a
little spooky but in a inviting way. The atmosphere makes it clear the game is glad to have you here. It's like going on a
imaginary adventure when your a kid, everything is so happy and at your own pace.

My recommendation is to not try to "beat" this game, instead take your time and enjoy it. There is no rush, and if you try to rush
through the game you'll be left with a source taste in your mouth because the game is so short. But if you instead really take
everything in you'll get a nice walk through a friendly cavern.
. very enjoyable little game that combines a nice challenge with some good gameplay. absolute meme. Overall the game is pretty
polished.. The graphics look decent enough for VR, the guns handle fine although not big fan of the shotgun. I'm also not a fan
of the arm swinger locomotion at all but luckily there is trackpad locomotion as an option. The levels try to throw some variety
with a few climbing parts and ducking down to avoid fans and such. There is a decent variety in mobs although the humanoid
type robots are a bit bland and to easy as they don't move and just shoot from a static point.

I'ts not a wave shooter, it follows a story and you progress through levels so that aspect alone is good considering there are so
few of them in VR. The price seems steep to me i'd think $20 would be the final price not $30... guess we will see maybe by
launch it will be worth $30 since it's still EA..
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